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6 - SPEED READER

Richard held a take-out box on his lap. “Thanks for 
driving. Beef  Broccoli was just what I needed.”

“Oh yah.” Eric answered taking a quick look over his 
right shoulder at the Styrofoam™ box on the back seat. 
“And you can’t go wrong with Cashew Chicken.” 

“I’m so glad the test is over.” Richard continued. 
“Now I can summarize the data and get back to a few 
other projects that’ve been on hold.” 

Eric stopped his car at an intersection. “I’d say it 
went pretty smooth, considering all that safety and 
regulatory stuff  you were required to satisfy.”
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“Uh-huh, but the worst part was  having all those 
people in the lab, looking over my shoulder,  pencils in 
hand, ready for any failure. I’m tired.”

Eric asked, “Why didn’t they give you more time?”
“I guess they’re waiting for it in the field. They 

absolutely had to have it done and shipped today. 
Besides,  the truck is on its way.” Richard pulled two 
theater tickets  from his  shirt pocket and tapped them on 
his knee. “I’m gonna finish the report, clean my desk, 
and get ready for Monday”

“What movie you and Kathy going to tonight?”
“Oh,  its not a movie. We have tickets to a play,  My 

Fair Lady.”
As Richard and Eric pulled into the parking lot, 

David, their manager walked toward the car,  arms 
stretched out to his side, palms up, mouth open.

“Uh-oh.” Eric looked at Richard. “Since when does 
Dave come out to greet us after lunch? Did he want to 
go with us?”

“We need you guys  right now out at the test bay,” 
David said before Richard and Eric shut their doors. 
“Kevin,  the customer Quality Representative is 
concerned about the brake on the hoist and doesn’t 
think our testing was sufficient.”

Caught off guard,  Richards  grip compressed the 
Styrofoam box in his  hand. “Why,” he thought, “would 
he wait until the last minute to criticize my work, 
especially after all the revisions I made for him?”

Richard spoke, “Why is he worried about--”
Eric jumped in. “Why didn’t he say something 
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yesterday? They’ve had the procedure for weeks.”
Richard tried again. “What caused this concern for 

the brake. I double-checked the specification...” 
Richard caught himself and looked at Eric, “We 
checked the specifications  thoroughly and the hoist 
meets the holding load requirements.”

David walked briskly up the hill motioning his two 
engineers  to follow. “They are concerned that if the 
brake doesn’t completely stop and hold when the motor 
is off,  that the load could drop without warning and 
cause damage or hurt someone.”

“The supplier assured us,” Richard said,  “that the 
brake can take three-times  the load when the power is 
off.”

“Regardless,  they are insisting on another test.” 
David pointed to a semi-truck parked on the side of the 
road. “And it has to be done today.” 

Richard and Eric followed David toward the 
building they had lived in for the past five days.

“OK.” Richard took a deep breath and turned to 
Eric. “It shouldn’t be too hard to repeat a couple 
paragraphs in the procedure. Is  the instrumentation still 
hooked up?”

“Uh-huh.”
David held the door as  the three made their way into 

the test bay finding most of the visitors  still present, 
some examining documents, others  inspecting the hoist 
still installed on the overhead rails above the test pit. As 
Richards eyes settled into the test pit, the Beef Broccoli 
settled in the pit of his stomach,  unpleasantly lubricated 
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by the smell of hydraulic oil,  and the light sweat on his 
face. Putting on his  best behavior,  for a Friday 
afternoon, Richard glanced at Eric suggesting he do the 
same, then turned to the group.

“I understand you would like to repeat some tests.” 
“Well,  not exactly,” Kevin said. “I don’t think 

repeating tests will prove the capability of  the brake.”
“What is your concern with the brake?”
“Uh, we aren’t sure that the brake will hold the load 

stationary when the power is turned off,  or even when 
the power is  on and the operator commands  it to stop. 
One of the inspectors thought they saw the hoist slip 
when it was holding the test load in the upper position.”

“Can you remember which test we were on when it 
happened?”

“No, but his  observation is  enough to give me 
concern and I can’t in good conscience sign-off on the 
test.”

Richard stood with his eyes slightly squinted,  thumb 
and index finger rubbing his chin,  listening and thinking 
at the same time. “There’s  got to be a quick solution. I 
could show him the safety margin in the supplier 
specification, but he will not accept that.”

“The only way,” Richard said, “to confirm that the 
hoist is perfectly locked in the power off state,  or in any 
state, is to monitor motor shaft movement,  and there is 
no provision on this motor to do that.”

David looked from Richard’s face to Kevin’s,  but 
Kevin stood resolute. 

Richard put his  take-out box on the workbench, 
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grabbed a tape-measure, took a quick measurement on 
the hoist motor,  then moved toward the whiteboard 
hanging on the wall. “Gather round everyone. Let’s  get 
our heads  together ‘n’ figure this out.” Richard erased 
the testing schedule,  several calculations,  and a pattern 
of Xs and Os, someones depiction of a botched football 
play.

“Now,” Richard began, “the typical way to monitor 
motor speed is  with an encoder mounted to the shaft. 
Since this  motor doesn’t have one, we need to 
determine another method for measuring shaft speed.” 
Richard drew a circle in the middle of the whiteboard 
around the two words, Shaft Speed. He then drew a 
couple radial spokes arching outward from the circle. 
“OK, how can we measure shaft speed? Give me some 
practical, and some creative options.”

Kevin, having raised a cloud over the day raised his 
pencil and said,  “We could paint a white dot on the end 
of the shaft a little off center and capture the movement 
with a video camera.”

“That won’t work,” Eric said. “The shaft is too small 
and you can’t see a few degrees of rotation just by 
looking at a spot on the shaft. Besides, we don’t have 
any time-tagging video equipment to synchronize the 
movement.”

Richard wrote on the board and waited for Eric to 
finish. “Let’s write the idea down,  even though it may 
seem to have some limitations. It may lead us to 
something that will work.”
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David, stood with one hand overlapping the other, 
tapping on his watch. “What would it take to buy an 
encoder this  afternoon? Let’s  just install an encoder and 
rerun the necessary tests.”

Again Eric replied, “I’ve tried before, there’s no 
place local to get an encoder. Perhaps if we found just 
the right encoder on another motor...”

David’s  eyes opened wide. “I’ll go right now and look 
in storage. Maybe there’s a motor with an encoder that 
could be removed.”

Richard and Eric looked at each other surprised 
obviously reading each other’s minds.

Richard thought,  “Since when did David help us 
find parts. This must really be important to him.”

Although doubtful, Richard wrote the idea on the 
board. Holding up the tape measure he said, “The shaft 
extends out of the motor body only one-eighth of an 
inch,  so it doesn’t appear that we can clamp anything to 
it.”

From a step ladder near the hoist, a customer 
representative said, “I notice there’s a hole in the end of 
the shaft. Perhaps we can thread the hole and bolt an 
extended shaft on the end?”

The proof test cell technician added,  “Or even use it 
to attach something else.”

“I’m sorry,” Kevin shook his head,  “we can’t 
permanently modify the deliverable hardware. 
Technically,  such a modification would require a rerun 
of  all the tests.”
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The technician put one eye close to the shaft. “But I 
think it’s already threaded.”

Richard added all the ideas to the board. “Is there 
any way to measure motor speed without connecting or 
doing something to the shaft?”

Eric reached around and scratched the back of his 
head. “Well, the speed of a motor is related to the 
electrical current. We could use an amp meter to 
capture the current,  then calibrate the speed as  a 
function of  current.” 

Most heads in the room nodded up and down.
Eric paused. “Oops,  we still need a definitive way to 

measure speed to calibrate the measurement, to 
correlate it with current.”

Getting discouraged, Richard added the Amp meter 
to the list, but remained hopeful that one of these 
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options could be made to work. He discretely took a 
look at his watch. “Its  time for a change in perspective. 
Eric, let’s  go over to the old lab and see if we can get 
inspired. The rest of  you, please keep thinking.”

Richard and Eric discussed the options as  they 
walked.

“I’m gonna miss the play tonight, aren’t I?” Richards 
head hung down. “How am I gonna tell Kathy?” 
Richards mind wandered back to the ticket booth at the 
theater where he walked through a rotating ‘turn-style’ 
to get the tickets.

He thought, “There was a digital counter that 
incremented each time a person passed through the 
turn-style.”

“What we need is  something that could be attached 
to the shaft without damaging it,” Richard said, “and 
then have that something trigger a signal as the shaft 
rotates, preferably multiple counts per rotation.”

“You mean create our own encoder?”
“Yes.” Richard pressed for fundamentals. “What are 

the basic elements of  an encoder?”
“Well,  most of them contain some kind of optical 

disc with radial patterns or slits...” Eric’s eyebrow 
raised. “Actually,  an encoder is like a bar-code except 
the black and white patterns  are not in lines, they’re in 
concentric circles around the disc. The disc rotates near 
a small sensor array or scanner that reads the nearest 
pattern on the disc. With enough circles  and patterns 
they can give a very accurate reading of the shafts 
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angle,  like on the order of arc-seconds. They come in 
absolute and relative--”

“No, no. Thats  too much accuracy for what we 
need? Is there a low-end encoder,  something that just 
tells  us  a dozen or a hundred readings each time the 
shaft rotates?”

“Well, there’s an opto-coupler--”
“An opto what?”
“A slotted opto-coupler. It’s a little U-shaped device, 

like a tiny goal-post.” Eric held both arms up in the air.  
“Imagine a light on one post, and a light sensor on the 
other. When the football passes between the light and 
the sensor, the sensor is triggered.”

Richard gave a funny grin.
“Look,” Eric continued, “you know the conveyor at 

the grocery story checkout where you put your food to 
pay for it. The conveyor belt moves the food toward the 
checker and when the food gets to the end of the belt, 
the belt stops. It stops because on one side of the belt is 
a light, and on--”

“Ya, ya I get the idea.” Richard said. “The same 
principle is used on all kinds of conveyor belts  to detect 
objects or to count them. So, we just need a light source, 
like an LED (Light-emitting-diode), and a light sensitive 
switch, like a photodiode, and we have our own opto-
coupler.”

“Slotted opto-coupler,” Eric corrected. “That’s 
basically it. We provide a power supply, a measuring 
device to capture the signal, and--”

“Hey guys!” David called from across the way. “No 
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motors with encoders in supply.”
“We’re headed to the lab to look for parts  or options. 

Can you go take care of our guests in the test cell?” 
Richard turned back to Eric. “OK, is there something 
common in the lab that is  similar to what we need? 
Where can we find... can we make our own LED-
photodiode pair out of individual components? Can we 
make our own disc?”

In the back of the lab, Richard and Eric made their 
way between two rows  of cabinets filled and covered 
with leftovers from years of testing. Like a surplus store 
for electronics, they looked over oscilloscopes,  multi-
meters,  drawers  of resisters  and capacitors,  rolls  of wire, 
power supplies. Eric paused by some old printers  and 
typewriters, dragging two fingers  through the dust on 
the printer paper tray. He picked up a shiny round 
object covered with letters, about the size of a golf ball, 
and rolled it between his fingers. “Wow, this is  cool. I’ve 
heard about these.” He rolled it some more letting the 
alphabet press into his skin then looked close as the 
character marks faded.

Sliding a bulky dot-matrix print head back and forth 
across  the guide rails of an old printer Richard asked, 
“How does  the printer motor,  or controller know to stop 
when the print head reaches the end of  travel?” 

After closer examination,  they observed a small 
flange,  a little flat piece of metal or plastic attached to 
the print carriage. When pushed to the end of travel, 
the flange passed between the two sides of a black U-
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shaped...
“Look, an opto-coupler!” they both called out 

simultaneously.
“The tab breaks the light path in the coupler,” 

Richard surmised.
“Sending a signal to the controller,” Eric said.
“Do you think this  straight line mechanism could be 

modified into a ‘rotary’ device? We could mount a tab, 
a long thin piece of metal to the motor shaft. If the 
opto-coupler were mounted on the motor body so that 
the tab passes  through it each revolution,  then we would 
have our encoder.”

“Not quite,” Eric cautioned. “We need multiple 
pulses  or indications per revolution in order to prove the 
shaft isn’t turning. With just one tab, the shaft could slip 
or rotate slowly within one turn and we wouldn’t know 
it until it moved far enough for the flange to pass 
through the opto-coupler again.”

“Then we need multiple flanges. Here look.” 
Richard opened his lab book and carefully drew a disc 
with several radial slots and a hole in the middle. “Let’s 
have the machine shop make a disc that can be 
mounted to the end of  the shaft.” 

“Excellent,” Eric said. “And how will we attached the 
opto-coupler to the motor, duct tape?” 

With screw driver and wire cutters,  Richard and Eric 
removed the opto-coupler from the old printer and 
headed for the exit hoping that the machine shop would 
squeeze this important project into their busy schedule.
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“Can you believe it?” Richard said as he examined 
the coupler in his  hand. “Finding just what we needed 
on an old printer.”

“You want it when?” the machine shop supervisor 
said. “You guys know the shop closes at three on 
Fridays, and we still have jobs to finish.”

Richard looked at his watch.
“But this  is hot,” Eric said. “We’ve got a delivery,  a 

test that has  to be done today. See that truck across the 
street?”

“Sorry guys, everyones  job is  hot, and two of my 
technicians have already gone home.”

Eric moved closer to the supervisor. “Would you at 
least look at the sketch and tell us  if it could be done 
quickly?”

While Eric leaned on the supervisor, Richard stared 
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at the sketch, thinking,  “Wait a minute. This  looks like 
something I’ve seen before. What was it? Where was 
it?” He looked around the machine shop, and the 
adjoining office. “The printer? No,  there’s  nothing in an 
ink jet that looks like a disc.” Then his  mind wandered 
back to the lab, again walking down the rows  of parts 
and old machines. He saw in his  mind the dot matrix 
printer,  and next to it an old typewriter,  with... “Hey! 
Daisywheels!”

The supervisor lifted both eyebrows. Eric turned.
“Eric,  those daisywheels look almost just like this 

sketch.” 
“What daisywheels?”
Richard headed for the door. “I’ll be right back.”
Grabbing a couple of wheels  he examined them 

closely, thinking, “It might be possible to mount one on 
the motor shaft. Not only is  the diameter about right, 
but the daisywheel spokes are numerous  and equally 
spaced.” 

Richard continued to talk to himself oblivious to 
anyone else in the room. Laying one of the wheels 
down,  he clamped the other between his  fingers then 
fanned a few spokes  with his other hand. “Daisywheel 
spokes traveling through the opto-coupler would give us 
a continuous pulse vs. speed indication. We can count 
the total number of spokes,  therefore we would know 
the number of pulses  per revolution,  and we could have 
our encoder within the hour.”

Richard ran back to the machine shop holding up 
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the daisywheel with pride. “Look. This  will be perfect. 
It already has the hole in the middle. We can mount the 
daisywheel to the motor shaft,  mount the opto-coupler 
to the motor body, you can run the wiring to the 
instrumentation, and away we go.” 

Richard and Eric grabbed a few bolts  and washers of 
different diameters  to mount the wheel and off they ran 
to the test cell.

Thirty minutes  later,  after installing the hardware, 
writing a few more steps of procedure,  and getting 
approvals  from everyone,  their test began. The strip-
chart recorder (yes,  a strip-chart recorder) spit out paper 
with pulses collectively representing motor speed 
consistently and clean.

“Now we will know exactly when the shaft is 
turning,” Richard said.

“And when it is  not!” Eric said a little louder than 
necessary.

A large group hovered over the recorder while the 
technician used the pendant to command the hoist up 
and down.

“Awesome,” Eric said. “Look at these beautiful 
pulses.” Eric’s  index finger moved back and forth as the 
paper rolled out of the machine. “And look.” Eric 
motioned to the technician. When you commanded the 
hoist to stop,  the pulses  immediately stopped.” Eric 
looked at Kevin, “And stayed stopped.”

After a few test runs and another roll of strip chart 
paper, the conclusive start and stop tests where 
completed. Richard felt great,  Eric was  beaming, David 
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was relieved, Kevin was  satisfied,  and the hoist was 
prepared for shipment (without the add-hoc encoder 
and duct tape). 

“Richard,  way to go.” Eric held his hand in the air 
and Richard matched with a high-five. “I’m so glad you 
remembered those daisywheels.”

“Hey, look what happens when you go looking 
through antiques.”

“I’ll never forget the look on the shop supervisors 
face,” Eric said with a chuckle, “when you burst into the 
machine shop holding up a daisywheel,  the solution to 
our problem.”

Richard took a deep breath, picked up his  cold take-
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out box, leaned against a workbench, and stared at the 
whiteboard. “That’s what I like about engineering,  “ he 
thought,  “diving into problems with determination, 
keeping your head, then epiphany; those amazing 
moments of sudden revelation, or insight. Nothing 
could compare to it, not even leftover... Beef  Broccoli.”

Later that evening, as  Richard and Kathy enjoyed 
the play, each time Eliza Doolittle stepped in front of a 
potential customer holding up a flower, all Richard 
could see was the look on Eric’s face (and the 
supervisor),  when he burst through the shop door, 
holding up his daisywheel.

As the show progressed, Richard’s adventure that 
day increased his appreciation for the experiences of 
others.  Kathy turned to see Richard intently listening 
as  Professor Higgins  inspired his literary challenged 
student to accomplish a task well worth the pursuit. 
“Think what you're dealing with [Eliza]. The majesty 
and grandeur of the English language, it's the greatest 
possession we have. The noblest thoughts that ever 
flowed through the hearts  of men are contained in its 
extraordinary, imaginative,  and musical mixtures of 
sounds. And that's  what you've set yourself out to 
conquer Eliza. And conquer it you will.”

“Engineering is like a noble composition,” Richard 
thought. “It is extraordinary,  imaginative, and like a 
musical mixture of  sounds.

Mentor Discussion and Exercises
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Have you ever completed a project,  or thought you 
completed a project just to find out that there was more 
that needed to be done,  right at the last moment? After 
working hard on this  project Richard and Eric were 
looking forward to moving on. Who do you relate to in 
this  story? Richard, Eric, David, Kevin? Or perhaps 
Kathy? As a manager, David was feeling pressure to get 
the project completed and delivered on time. Kevin felt 
responsibility for making sure the product would be safe 
under all conditions. Eric felt insulted that Kevin would 
voice his concern so late in the game. And Richard was 
worried about his date that night with Kathy.

1. Did anyone do anything wrong in this story, or was 
it just a matter of unfortunate timing and 
circumstance? 

Engineering projects like this  are usually done by a 
detailed and well written specification and at the end of 
the project, before the product is delivered,  a detailed 
and well written test procedure is  prepare, reviewed, 
adjusted, and agreed upon by all the necessary parties. 
Eric had a good point about the procedure being 
previously approved,  but in the spirit of safety and a 
happy customer,  it just might be best to go the extra 
mile.

2. What method did Richard use to develop possible 
solution ideas? 

3. Who did he involve in the brainstorm? 
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4. Did the final solution exist in the test lab? 
5. Where did Richard and Eric go to get more ideas? 

Often, we can shift our thinking by examining other 
products  or processes  that do different things but have 
similar processes to our need. 

6. How could an old technology printer provide a 
solution to a later technology problem? 

In this  case,  a simple opto-coupler would satisfy the 
need. There just might be an opto-coupler near you; in 
a printer or scanner, in a DVD player, in some other 
electronic device with moving parts. 

7. What other methods could be used to capture or 
measure motor shaft speed,  other than an optical 
encoder?

8. How well did Richard handle the pressure? 
9. Did he show respect for everyone else? 
10. What would have happened if he lost his  temper, 

refusing to risk his date with Kathy that evening? 

Showing respect and understanding for the opinions 
and needs of your team mates  and customers is very 
powerful in maintaining and building relationships  and 
in finding the best solutions. In fact,  when you show 
integrity and respect,  others  will trust and respect you, 
opening the way for favorable options in your career. In 
addition, by keeping their heads,  Richard and Eric 
found satisfaction in creative and simple solutions.
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SYNOPSIS OF EACH STORY

In Get a Grip, a young engineer is  astonished to be 
assigned to an experienced team responsible for developing 
critical automation in the manufacture of smart phones. She 
travels  with the team on a foreign customer visit, participates 
in creative concept generation, and helps  the team through 
difficult setbacks and technical problems.

In The Orbital Mechanic, a solar flare knocks  a space 
probe off course endangering a costly mission. A simple  
solution comes  just in time from an unlikely source to save 
the spacecraft. In this  story, learn how engineers  use science, 
math and physics  to get spaceships  from Earth out to distant 
planets and beyond.

In Foot Notes, an engineer is  faced with the daunting 
task of inventing a cost effective foot scanner in a short 
amount of time, driven to search for and consider possible 
solutions, taking clues from the near and far, the past and 
present, the people and objects  all around. After much effort, 
old impractical perceptions  are pushed aside by new 
achievable techniques.

In Quick Step, an engineering team is  required to create 
a way to make customer arch supports  (orthotics) in 30 
minutes. They face hurdle after hurdle as  they try to find an 
answer to a fundamental friction problem. In the end, after 
much frustration, determination and creativity, they stumble 
onto a completely different yet very elegant approach.

In Cutting Edge, a student engineering team wins a bid 
to develop an automated synthetic diamond cleaning 
(blasting) machine. They familiarize and immerse themselves 
in customer needs, write specifications, research similar 
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equipment, brainstorm solutions  and evaluate their options. 
They experience the pain of unforeseen problems  and the 
thrill of success  looking externally and internally to find 
answers to complex questions.

In Speed Reader, two engineers  have been working 
hard for weeks  to prepare for and demonstrate the capability 
of their design. On the Friday of their last week of testing, 
the customer is  not fully satisfied, launching the engineers 
into a last minute creative mode to find a quick and reliable 
solution, and to save their weekend plans.

In The Ribbon Cutting, three engineers  work to create 
a complex system, a cutting machine with a blade that 
automatically morphs  into shapes  needed for unique 
products. Ideas  and solutions  are found all around them, in 
their hobbies, in other machines, in books  and online. Their 
specific talents  unite as  they help each other move their 
company forward. 

Use the following key words to search for additional 
Engineering Stories.

“Hardman” AND “Engineering Stories”
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